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Introduction 

LEGAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION 
POST-HEARING BRIEF AND 

STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND POSITIONS 

Tampa Electric Co. {TECO) has petitioned •he Commission pursuant to 366.8255. 

Florida Statut~s (F.S.) lor approval of its proposal to comply with its obligations under the Clean 

Air Act Amendments (CAAJ\) of 1990 (42 U.S.C. §7401 ct seq.) to reduce its system-wide 

sulfur dioxide (SO!) emissions Md for accrual of funds used during construction (AFUDC). 

TECO submitted a May 1998 "CAAA Phase II Compliance" report (hh. 12. doc 2) and other 

materials in support of its proposa1to construct a flue-gas desulfurization ( FGD) system on its 

Big Bend I and 2 coal-fired generation units. 

Phase II of the ·'acid rain" provisions (Title IV) of the CAAA requires TECO to reduce 

__ ....;its system SO: emissions as of January 2000 from its current level of approximately 167.000 tons 

~---~r year (Exhibit 5. doc 5) to 83.882 tons per year (T. 35 ). TECO has four generators at 13ig 

-- - -Bend. six at Gannon. live at Hookers Point • one at Polk ;md two at Phillips (T. 49). Its addition 

c .9f the FGD is intended to allow it to meet its CAAA obligations for SO! reductions. not 

Qt-e.wl I ncluding any tradable SO! allowances it may need to purchase (T. 52). 
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While LEAF generally supports the use of FGD technology as a highly effective means to 

reduce S01 emissions. for the reasons addressed below. we believe that the choice made by 

l'l:CO did not result irom a fair review of alternatives. is not the most reasonable or cost· 

d Tectiw alternative. and is therefore not prudent for purposes of cost recovery eligibility. 

Further. LEAF renews its argument that TECOcannot seek a prudency determination under 

§366.8:!55 F.S. ''i thout having had its CAAA compliance plan approved pursuant to §366.8255 

F.S. 

!. Has TECO met Us burden to sbe It adequately np!orrd altcmatjves? 

This section addresses the following issues: 

Issue I: Has TECO adequately explored alternatives to the construction of a FGD 

system on Big Bend Unit£ I & 2? 

LEAF: No. TECO has not fairly explored appropriate alternatives. including 

constructing a new gas-fired combined cycle facility, to reduce its S01 emissions. TECO's 

consideration of a staff-proposed hypothetical .,.,'as skewed in favor of coal. 

Issue 2; Is the fuel price forecast used by TECO in its selection of a CAAA Phase II 

compliance plan reasonable? 

LEAF; No. TECO's fuel forecast unreasonably under-prices coal and over-prices 

natural gas. thereby allowing it to reach a coal-based choice. 

A. TECO djd not fajdy explore appropriate al!crnath·cs. jnc!udjne a new 

eas option. 

In its screening assessment for Phase II compliance. TECO started with options 

considered in its Phase I study to meet earlier CAAA S01 reduction requirements (Exh. 12. doc 
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I ). Aft.:r eliminating certain options because of technological feasibility problems (Exh. 6). 

TECO screened live options (Exh. 12. doc 2. pp. I I 5- I I 6). Those options included fuel 

bkmling. FGD rctrolil (various scenarios). natural gas replac.:mcnt. coal/natural gas co-ti ring. 

and purchased power. Any ofthose options could, in theory, allow TECO to .educe its S02 

.:missions to meet CAAA regulations in 2000 and beyond. TECO's natural gas replacement 

option looked only at creating a gas generating option at Big Bend itself to replace some, but 

not all. coal units there (Exh. 12, doc 2, pg. I 17) . None of the narrative or tables pruvided in that 

section ofTECO's May 1998 report show any screening or analysis of a new natural gas option 

(J..b.W. pp. 117-127). 

TECO did not. as part of its initial screening or cost-effectiveness assessment, review the 

possibilit)' o f a stand-alone natural gas alternative to adding a scrubber to Big Bend I &. 2. It 

only conduch:d limited analysis in response to a PSC staff request during TECO witness 

llcrnandez · s deposition (Exh. 14, doc I). In his responses to staffs cross-examination. witm."Ss 

llcmandcz was forced to reveal several flaws in TECO's analysis of the staff hypotheticaL 

including under-calculation of capacity factor (T. 266) and failure to include system-wide costs 

and b.:ncfits of the options to achieve system-wide compliance with CAAA requirements (T. 

266-268. ::!72-273). In addition, TECO chose to assign a relatively high heat r.ue of7,000 Btu 

for the hypothetical gas unit. thereby making it appear less efficient in comparison to TECO's 

10.000 13tu coal units at Big Bend1 (Exh. 14 doc 2, T. 261-262). Finally. as addressed below. 

TECO's fuel forecast over-priced natural gas and under-priced coal to make a gas option appear 

'As a system alternative option, the gas alternative should have been compared against 
TECO's higher system heat rate (See £Th. II. pg. II). 
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C\en less cost-effective. even though TECO's 1998 Ten Year Site Plan (TYSP) proposed to 

construct sc,·eral gas-fired combustion turbines, all of which are presumably contemplated to be 

t:l•st-.·fti:c:tivc -- induJing the cost of natural gas fuel (Exh. 12. doc 4 . pp. 220-223 ). 

TECO faih:d to realistically consider a new natural gas alternative to its retrofit of Dig 

Bend I &2 with a FGD system in its screening and cost-effectiveness analyses leading to a 

tkcision \\h ich suppo rts its coal-based operations. In responding to PSC staffs request for such 

an analysis. TECO skewed its review to ensure that a gas option would appear less cost-cflcetivc. 

For these reasons. the Commission should find that TECO did not fairly explore its reasonable 

alternatives. 

B. TECO's fuel forecast unrcuonably (avon coal at the expense of us. 

TECO is owrwhelmingly a coal-based electric utility (Exb. 12. doc 4. pg. I 59) and pan 

o f TECO Energy which has other coal-based interests. It has a strategic interest in supporting 

coal-based "solutions" to its problems, which include the large environmental efli:cts of coal 

gem:mtion (Exh. 5, doc 5). Listed among the "strategic considemtions·· of its potentiul 

invcstmcl"l in the FGD system is : "$80 million investment in coal fired assets ... (Exh. 9. pg. 

2:593). 

Whether by design or inherent institutional bias. TECO's fuel forecasts apply a thumb to 

the coal side o f the scale. As noted by T ECO witness Hernandez: "The fuel price forecast and 

avail:lbi lity and quality of the fuels is a key element in the cost-effectiveness studies . . .... (T. 

17:5-6). Thus it is necessary to take a very close look at TECO's fuel price forecalit ing. LEAF ts 

at a disadvantage in this regard since a substantial amount of information supplied by TECO iu 

res pons.: to Staff requests was treated as confidential. However. based on what we know and 
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\\hat we surmise the confidential submissions may show, we believe TECO has tilted the scale in 

liS strategic favor. 

ri·.CO witness Black stated that TECO tracks fuel prices through periodicals. experience 

ami market information provided by suppliers (T. 38). He also stated that the forecast used in 

asscssing Phase II options was the same as was used in TECO's 1998 TYSP (Exhs. II& 12) as 

wcll as :1 rcview of information from the Energy Information Administration and other sources 

( r. 39). 

In \\itness Black's pre-filed testimony, he stated that. for the base case (fuel blending). 

TECO would switch from high and medium sulfur coals to low sulfur coals (T. 39). However. 

on cruss·examination. he described TECO's current coal handling as using lower sulfur coal at 

llig n.:nd I. :! and 3. medium sulfur coal at Big Bend 4 and Gannon. and medium-high only at 

Polk IT. 118-9). Thus it is not clear how using various sulfur-content coal will affect the cost of 

coal \\ ith thc FGD in place. The fuel assumptions used in an early TECO analysis docs not 

uppcar to include significant differences in coal types between the base case and the stand-alone 

scrubber (Exh. 8. pg. -1766). Witness Black also stated that TECO had the ability to blend coals 

at Llig Bend but not at Gannon (T. 118). However. the fuel assumptions chart appears to assume 

multiple coal types in use at Gannon under the scrubber scenario (Exh. 8, pg. 4766). 

~ lore importantly. TECO's coal pricing and forecasts are inconsistent with current 

ll n:co · s TYSP forecast of coal prices for 1998 (Exh. II) is lower than and thus 

inconsistent with its 1997 costs as shown in its Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(I· ERC) Foml l filing (Exh. 3). The TYSP forecast 1998 prices in cents!Ml3tu as 
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follows: 187.7 low sulfur; 145 medium sulfur: 134.95 high sulfur (Average- I 55.8). 

TECO's FERC Form I showed the following 1997 costs in cc:nts/MBtu: Big Bend (low

to-medium sulfur) 189; Gannon (medium sulfur) 210: l)olk (medium-to-high sulfur) 181 

(Ave rage -193). TECO's 1997 coal costs as reported to FERC arc: higher than those 

forecast for 1998 and are also consistent with those of other Florida coal-burning utilities. 

Florida Power Corp. (FPC) reported costs of 167 (Crystal River I +2) and 201 (CR -'+5) 

(Average- 184): while Gulf reported costs of215 (Crist) and 191 (Smith) (Average-

203). (Exh. 3). 

2) TECO's 1998 through 2007 coal price forecasts are also lower than those of two 

Florida coal-burning utilities that filed forecasts wilh their TYSPs. 

a) 1998: TECO' s forecast prices for 1998 cited above arc substantially different than 

FPC (203 low sulfur: 171 medium sulfur) and Lakeland (17-' average). (Exh. 4). 

b) 2007: Its future coal forecast for year 2007 is aiso somewhat lower than others 

(especially if its relatively higher price for low sulfur coal is reviewed with some 

skepticism). TECO predicts 2007 coal prices of260 low sulfur: 191 medium sulfur: and 

182 high sulfllr coal. FPC's forecast (for 2006) is 221 low sulfur; and 194 medium sulfur 

coal. Lakeland's 2007 forecast averages 192 for all coals. (Exh. -'). TECO witness 

Black admitted that its coal forecast was somewhat lower than its actual fuel experience 

(T. 126). 

Even larger and more questionable discrepancies are revealed when assessing ·1 ECO's 

forecasts of natural gas prices compared to that of other largely coal-based utilities in Florida. 
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The lollowing is on a cents!MBtu basis (base case): 

l22R W1 
TECO 278 356 
FPC 21:1 225• 
Lakeland 228 259 
• projected through 2006 only {Exh. 4) 

Even though it is somewhat tedious to go through this exercise, the comparison provides 

a reality check for the public ponion of TECO's fuel pricing. As a key element of TECO's cost-

e!Tcctiveness analysis, it is clear that the fue l price forecasting credibility falls shon and that it is 

not a reasonable basis for detennining the comparati':'e cost-effectiveness of the proposed FGD 

system against a stand-alone new gas alternative. 

For all of the reasons set forth above, TECO has not met its burden of showing that it 

adequately explored alternatives. 

II. TECO hu not met jts burdea to show tbat the proposed FGD oa Die Bend Ugjts I and 

2 js the most cost-effec:tjvc: a lternative. 

This section addresses the following issues: 

Issue 3: Arc the economic and ftnancial assumptions used by TECO in its selection of a 

CAAA Phase I! Compliance plan reasonable? 

LEAF; No. TECO's assumptions may result in a more expensive alternative than is 

reasonable. 

Issue :l; Did TECO reasonably consider the environmental compliance costs for all 

regulated air. water and land pollutants in its selection of the proposed FGD system on Big Bend 

Units I and 2 for sulfur dioxide compliance purposes? 
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LEAF: No. TECO fnil~d to rtasonably consider the full range of C lean A•r Act 

.... unpli~m;e co,ts to" hich it is I ikcly to be subject. thc, ... J~· limit ing 1t; cho1ees to pursuing a 

,_.,,aJ -h.bed option on units lhn: w ill be operated we: II bc)ond the1r ongmally mtcncied life 

IssueS: Has TECO demonstrated that its proposed FGD system on Big Bend Units 1 and 

~ t\'r S02 compliance purposes is the most cost-effective nllemotivc avai lable? 

LEAF: No TECO has not adequately considered all the costs of this project in the 

context of other actions it will likely have: to take for environmental compliance purposes. 

TECO's choice of adding a FGD system with a thiny yeur life on units constructed in 

1970 and 1973 may not be the m ost cost-effective S02 complia.ncc: alternative. TECO's choice 

l;ub to full~ and adequately coruider the merit of using Big Bend Units I and 2 as its compliance 

.. mch••r '"th.: context of the cumulative air compl iance requirements and costs it will likely face . 

ll:l U hJ.S not adequately considered the costs of the FGD. the need for :md cost of additional 

SO:! allo \\ances. and the consequences of relying on aging plants. 

a . rt:co bas not adequately considered cumulalin fD''ironmcntal compliapce 

w tuircmrpu apd costs. 

As even TECO is wilhng to concede, environmental regulations generally tend to chnnge 

and tho>c changes tend to increase costs to regulated enti ties. (Exh 5. p 28). The same T ille IV 

provisio n~ of the CA1\J\ that require TECO to reduce its S02 em issions by January 2000 also 

r.:qum~ reductiOns in nitrogen oxide (NOx) cm1ssions at the same ume In addition. TECO is 

generally a" arc of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency {EPA) 1997 rule changes rcgardmg 

<11.nnc (a pruduct of NOx emissions) and particulate emissions. (T 68-69. 128· 131 ). It even 

rccogmzed potcnual carbon dioxide regulation and future reduclions in available S02 cmissioru 
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as strategic considerations in its planning. (Exh. 9 p. 2593). However. in assessing its options 

for compliance with S02 reduction requirements, TECO has not analyzed potential cumulative 

costs of continuing to rely on a coal-based investment strategy. 

TECO's next near-term compliance obligation is to reduce NOx emissions. The same 

units affected by S02 regulations will be affected by NOx reduction requirements cr. 72-73). 

TECO witness Black stated that TECO was negotiating with EPA to do combustion 

modifications only as its compliance strategy. (T. 62}. He estimated the cost or such 

modifications at $8-10 million (T.64). The next level of compliance action is installation of 

selective catalytic reduction (SCR) equipment at an approximate cost ofS20 mil.lion per unit (T. 

63; Ex h. I 0. p. 1965). Such costs would be in addition to the S8-10 million spent on combustion 

modifications. (T. 67). TECO' s NOx emission rate is currently 1.2261bs. per Mbtu. although it 

has an agreement with Hillsborough County to reduce that rate to 1.03 lbs./MBtu by the end or 

1998 (T. 65). However, EPA requires reductions to .86 lbsiMBtu for the type or boilers at 

Gannon 3 and 4 and .84 lbsiMBtu for the type or boilers at Gannon 5 nnd 6 and at Big Bend 1-3. 

(T. 66). The 30% reduction from current emission rates required is a substantial one; TECO has 

not shown that it can meet that obligation through combustion modifications alone or that it can 

avoid considerable potential expense in SCR investment. 

It is interesting to note that Big Bend I and 2 arc among the units needing to meet the 

stricter standard for NOx reductions. In addition. although TECO has estimated the cost of 

constructing SCR equipment. its analysis contains no estimates of the operating and maintenance 

costs of such equipment. The record does contain an estimate of the NOx cost impacts of the 

FGD system. According to TECO, incremental costs for NOx impacts will be $4.7 million over 
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ten years (Exh 8, p. 4771). This suggests, contrary to the evasive answer given by Witness Black 

(T. 117). t.hat the addition of the scrubber will affect the operntion of the affected units in a way 

that will increase NOx emissions. 

In terms of pending implementation of other air pollution regulations, TECO appears to 

be keeping its lingers crossed. It has not made any cost estimates of compliance with EPA 

regulations affecting existing particulate emissions (PM I 0 standard). nor does it have any plans 

for compliance with new PM 2.5 standards. (T. 68-69, 130-131 ). And, although it recognized 

carbon dioxide emissions as a strategic concern and concedes that its emissions will increase 

slightly with the FGD in place, it bas no carbon dioxide reduction strategy. (T. Exh. 9. p. 2593; 

T 131 -132). 

Even though the equipment used to manage S02, NOx. PM and C02 emissions may be 

different, it is difficult to understand why TECO has not looked at the full implications of all its 

environmental compliance obligations and costs. The Commission must ask whether there is a 

better way than simply retrofitting existing plants with varieties of equipment all designed to 

resolve one single part of an overall problem. That overall problem is the high levels and rates of 

emissions from TECO's aging coal-fued units. An objective observer would certainly question 

the wisdom of spending increasing amounts of money to "fix" those highly polluting plants when 

a better solution might be to invest that money in alternative solutions. The amounts involved 

an.: not small: $81 .8 million for the FGD itself; $3.5 million per year for O&M; $8-30 million or 

up to S I 00 million for NOx compliance; and unaccounted amounts for other compliance 

probabilities. 
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b. JECO bas got adequately cog~ldercd the (yll cost o( the FGD system. 

TECO states the cost of the FGD system to be approximately $81 .8 million (plus almost 

SS million in AFUDC) for construction and another $3.5 million per year for O&M. (T.48. Exh. 

2. docs. 4. 5). The cost expressed in its initial filing and testimony is s~bstantilllly higbe.r than 

costs expressed les.<; than six months before TECO signed contracts for the FGD. In Octoh<:r 

1997. TECO's est imate of construction costs was $72 million rather than the S81 .8 million 

project for which it seeks approval. (Exh. 5, doc 2). 

The credibility ofTECO's cost estimates for this project is also difficult to verify since it 

is currently the only utility proposing to construct an FGD system for compliance with year 2000 

S02 requirements. Thus, there is no current industry price comparison that can be made. (T. 88-

89). The estimated cost of construction is significantly below the 1985 cost of the Big Bend ~ 

FGD of S I 50-1 60 million,lllso casting doubt on the current cost figures. (T. 74, 132). Cost 

overruns similar to those experienced with other projects such as Polk could drive up the cost of 

this project considerably. 

For all t11ese reasons, TECO has not shown it adequately considered the full cost of the 

FGD system. 

c. IECO bas gotadeqyately accoygtcd (or the cost o(SQl allowance~. 

TECO has been rather nimble in its treatment ofS02 allowances ru1d their associated 

cu!>l!; in considering its compliance options. In describing its S02 emissions reductions of 

approximately 89,000 tons, TECO witness Black stated that the reduction includes "any 

allowances that we may purchase." (T. 52) When asked how many allowances TECO would 

purchase. he responded it would be about 25,000, meaning actual S02 reductions of about 
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64.000 tons from the FGD itself. (T. 52). Even ifTECO's energy sales increase. its S02 

emissions arc capped. but witness Black maintainl.-d that 25.000 allowances would be a 

maximum and that TECO would not anticipated using that much c:vcry year. (T. 54). 

Although TECO considered different alternatives for compliance. it nssumc:d the same 

lo:vcls of a llowances would be needed under each scenario in its compliance study (Exh. 12. doc. 

2. p. 118). However. its January 8, 1998 .. compliance plan" provides for a maximum of2S.OOO 

allowances per year. (Exh. 9, p. 2577). More confusingly. at least one of its scenarios presents 

the FGD option as offering the opponunity for negative allownnce purchases (ie. sales). Thus it 

is not at all clear how many allowances TECO anticipates needing in conjunction with the I-GO 

system. nor is it clear that the FGD option requires fewer allowance purchases than other options. 

l:urther, although TECO states that it monitors the price of S02 allowances regularly (T. 

38) and that it project.cd the price of allowances used in its cost-effectiveness studies (T. 258). 

there is no specific break out of savings from or cost of allowances in TECO's filings. (T. 258-

259). The base cost of allowances was assumed to be S 130 and to escalate through time. but it is 

not at a ll clear how the conclusion was reached, for example. that the cost of S02 allowances in 

Phase II is expected to be low compared to the cost of low sulfur coal. (Exh. 12. doc. 2 p. 134). 

That TECO conclusion is somewhat at odds with its strategic assumption that the number of 

allowances available would decrease- such a decrease would likely make a scarce commodity 

more costly. (Exh. 9 p. 2593). Even for the present, the purchase of 25.000 allowances at a cost 

of S 130 per allowance would be $3.2 million- an additional expense not clarified in its project. 
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TECO has not fairly informed the Commission of the true ll!vel of its intended reliance on 

502 allowances in addition to the FGD. nor has it b..:en consistent in its assumptions regarding 

allowances and the va.l ue they add to or subtract from various options. 

d. IECO's FGD stntq:y rtlics on 11101 pl1nts tb1t m1y pou uprtasoplblc 

enyjronmcnta! c:ompli•occ 1pd cost rbk:!. 

TECO proposes to meet its system-wide compliance requirements for S02 reductions by 

adding FGD equipment with a 30-year life, costing $81 .8 million. to two coal-fired units at Big 

Bend that are now 25 and 28 years old. (T. 55. 256 ). TECO witness Black responded to the 

q uestion: ~What is the average life of a coal plant boill!r?" by responding that they would last 

"significantly beyond a 30-year period." (T. 133). The most interesting pan of his answer to that 

very open-ended question is that he put the li fe of a boiler in the context of a thiny-year life-

not a tony or flfty year life. This shows that TECO thinks of coal boilers in the context o f a 

thiny-year life as a benchmark. How long beyond a 30-year life coal hailers can operate 

cffich:ntly and cost-effectively is unclear. TECO's FGD strategy relics on Big Bend Uni ts I and 

2 operating until they are 55 and 60 years old, respectivl!ly. ("f. 257). TECO has no experience 

in operating units that age; in fact its oldest unit is 4 1 years old (Gannon Unit I). (T. 256}. 

Although TECO bas alleged that the Big Bend I and 2 units can operate with the same 

d~:grcc of efficiency regardless of age, that position has attached to it the caveat that they can do 

so if the units are properly operated and maintained. (T. 55). In tact. T ECO stated that 

efficiency of the units is dependent on operation and maintenance. (T. 257}. However. as noted 

abow. TEC:O 's only experience with a somewhat older unit is with Gannon Unit I which, 

accurJing to TECO witness Black had some maintenance problems in 1997. (T. 56}. 
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TECO's reliance on these aging units to meet its Clean Air Act compliance 

responsibilities for S02 shows a determination to pursue coal-based strotegies regardless of the 

risks involved. 

TECO has not adequately considered the cumulative environmental costs and 

responsibilities it will have in the near term: has not adequately assured the Commission 

concerning the costs of the FGD system itself; has not sufficiently considered the cost of S02 

allowances; and has undertaken UMecessary risk in relying on aging plants as the centerpiece of 

its compliance strategy. For all the above reasons, TECO has not shown that the FGD system is 

the most cost-effective alternative. 

Ill. The Commission is wjtbout authority to approve TECO's Clean Ajr Act compliance 

plan puny ant to 366.8255. Florida Statuta. 

This section renews and supports LEAF's arguments in its motion to dismiss TECO's 

petition to preserve the issue for appeal if necessary. 

TECO's proposal was made in the context of compliance with Phase II of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments. (T.34-37). Its petition was filed pursuant to 366.8255, F.S. for approval of a 

new environmental compliance program. ( TECO Pet. intro. par.). At the time the petition was 

filed on May 15, 1998, TECO had already made the decision to proceed with the FGD system 

and .:xpcnded funds in pursuit of that project. (Exh. 5, doc. 1). 

Section 366.825. F.S. provides that a public utility may submit a plan to bring generating 

units into compliance with the Clean Air Act, and that such a plan must contain certain 

information (not provided in this proceeding). The statute also provides that if a plan is 
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submitted. the Commission must review it to determine if it is in the public inten:st and that 

approval of the plan by the Commission establishes its prudence. The statute further provides 

that the Commission retains jurisdiction to determine the reasonableness of actual costs in a 

furthcr proceeding. but the statute does not include a specific provision relating to such further 

procccding. 

Section 366.8255, F.S .• adopted the year after section 366.825. F.S. was enacted into Jaw. 

provides the means for utility recovery of a broad range of environmental costs. including costs 

of Clean Air Act compliance not specifically provided for in the earlier statute. Subsection (2) 

provides that a utility may submit proposed activities and projected c"sts in addition to Clean Air 

Act activities and costs shown in 366.825, F.S. (emphasis added). For Clean Air Act activities. 

thi ~ statute complements the prior statute by providing the subsequent procedure for determining 

the reasonableness of costs. 

It is not reasonable to conclude that the Legislature would have provided two avenues for 

utilities to inform the Commission of its Clean Air Act compliance activities. especially when 

the fir~t statute was specific to those oompliance activities exclusively and the information 

requirements to obtain Commission approval of prudence were so specifically and exhaustively 

set forth. In addition, a more specific statute oovering a particul: r subject generally controls over 

a more general one. Cristo y, State Dept. Of BankinK and Finance. 649 So.2d 318 (Fla. I st. DCA 

1995). It is doubtful that the legislature decided in the very next session to provide utilities 

with a much more general avenue to obtain the very same prudence determination without the 

obligation to provide the detailed information required by the earlier enactment. Indeed, such a 
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reading of 366.8255, F.S. effectively renders 366.825, F.S. repealed by implication, a result not 

favored by Florida"s courts. Oldbam y Rooks, 361 So.2d 140 tFla. 1978). 

lfTECO's petition was brought under the wrong statutc. tho.: Commission Jacked 

jurisdiction to consider it. In addition, intervenors' motions to dismiss were timely because a 

motion on grounds oflack of jurisdiction may be brought at an)' time. Fl. Rules Civ. Pro. 

1. 140(b); Schmayss v Snol!, 245 So.2d 112 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1971 ). 

For the above-stated reasons, TECO sought approval of its proposal under the wrong 

statute and the Commission is without authority to approve the proposal under 366.8255, F.S. 

Conclydon 

TECO has not made a 'onvi.ncing case that its proposal to construct a FGD system at Big 

Bend Units I and 2 is the prudent solution to its air pollution compliance obligations. TECO did 

not realistically consider a new natural gas alternative its its screening and cost-effectiveness 

analyses and weighted its decision in favor of its coal-based operations. TECO's fuel forecasts. a 

key piece of that alternatives analysis, was biased in favor of coal, thus preventing it from 

showing that it adequately explored alternatives. 

TECO also did not look at its potential cumulative costs and responsibilities under the 

Clean Air Act and its regulations. Its ncar-tenn obligations will require additional costs for 

equipment as well as operation and maintenance. It has not even explored the potential cost of 

some pending environmental obligations, thus exposing its ratepayers to the risks of its 

uninfonncd decision. TECO's projected costs for the FGD system should also be viewed with 

somo.: skepticism. Further. TECO's reliance on aging plants that may not be reliable or cost-
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ciTectivc over the 30-year life of the FGD system adds environmental compliance and cost risks 

to this proposal. 

Finally. TECO did not seek approval of its compliance plan under the pro~r statute and 

the Commission cannot consider its petition. For all of the above reasons, the Commission 

should deny approval of the project. 
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LEAF Statement of Issues and Positions 

Statement of Posjtjon: •TECO did not fairly consider a new gas alternative and weighted 

its decision in favor of its coal-based operations .. TECO did not consider cumulative 

compliance costs and otherwise has failed to show it chose the most cost-effective alternative. 

TECO did not seek approval of its plan under the proper statute. • 

Issue 1: Has TECO adequately explored alternatives to the construction ofn FGD 

system on Big Bend Units I & 2? 

LEAF: No. TECO has not fairly explored appropriate alternatives, including 

constructing a new gas-fired combined cycle facility. to reduce its S01 emissions. TECO's 

consideration of a staff-proposed hypothetical was skewed in favor of coal. 

Issue 2: Is the fuel price forecast used by TECO in its selection of a CAAA Phase II 

compliance plan reasonable? 

LEAF: No. TECO's fuel forecast unreasonably under-prices coal and over-prices 

natural gas, thereby allowing it to reach a coal-based choice. 

Issue 3: Are the economic and financial asswnptions used by TECO in its selection of n 

CAAA Phase II Compliance plan reasonable? 

LEAF: No. TECO's asswnptions may result in a more expensive alternative than is 

reasonable. 

Issue 4: Did TECO reasonably consider the environmental compliance costs for all 

regulated air, water and land pollutants in its selection of the proposed FGD system on Big Bend 

Units I and 2 for sulfur dioxide compliance purposes? 

18 
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Lt:c\f: :--;,1. TECO failed to reasonably consider the full range of Clean Air Act 

.:<tmpll:am:.: .:u, ts hl ''hich it is likely to be subject. thereby limiting its chot.:.:s to pursuing a 

, . .,JI·h.a~.:J 11ption 1lll units that will be operated well beyond their originally in tended 1;re. 

Iss!!!: 5: lias TECO demonstrated that its proposed FGD system on Big Bend Units I and 

:! f~~r so; .:nmpliance purpos.:s is the most cost-effective alternative available? 

l. t:Af: :'\u. T ECO has not adequately considered all the costs of this project in the 

.:onto::\t o f other actions it will likely have to Ulkc for environmental compliance purposes. 

lssur 6 ; Should the Commission approve TECO's request to accrue allowance for funds 

UM.:d during construction (AFUDC) for the proposed FGD system on Big B.:nd Units I and 2? 

.I..LA[~ No position. 

b~uc 7: Should TEco· s petition for cost recovery of a FGD system on Big Bend Units I 

ami :! through the Environmental Cost Recovery Clause (ECRC) be granted? 

LEAF; No. For the reasons set fonh in LEAF's Statement of Position. the Commission 

' huuld 1kny TECO's p;:tition. 

R..: spcctfully submitted October 2, 1998 . 

.A· , ~ 
~-<..{ !_ !'vtJU. z /k.) 

G:ul Kamaras. Esq. 
Legal Environmental Assistance 

Foundation. Inc. (LEAF) 
111 4 ·1 homasvill..: Road. Suite E 
I allahassee. FL 32303 
(850) 681-2591 
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